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The representation theory of non-commutative O.GL2/
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Abstract. In our companion paper “TheManin Hopf algebra of a Koszul Artin–Schelter regular
algebra is quasi-hereditary” we used the Tannaka–Krein formalism to study the universal
coacting Hopf algebra aut.A/ for a Koszul Artin–Schelter regular algebra A. In this paper
we study in detail the case A D kŒx; y�. In particular we give a more precise description
of the standard and costandard representations of aut.A/ as a coalgebra and we show that
the latter can be obtained by induction from a Borel quotient algebra. Finally we give a
combinatorial characterization of the simple aut.A/-representations as tensor products of
end.A/-representations and their duals.
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1. Introduction

In [12] Manin constructs for any graded algebra A D k ˚ A1 ˚ A2 ˚ � � � a
bialgebra end.A/ and a Hopf algebra aut.A/ coacting on it in a universal way. The
Hopf algebra aut.A/ should be thought of as the non-commutative symmetry group
of A.

The representation theory of the bialgebra end.A/ was fully described in [11] in
the case thatA is a Koszul algebra. In our recent paper [15] we extended this to aut.A/
when A is in addition Artin–Schelter regular [1]. We show in particular that aut.A/
is quasi-hereditary as a coalgebra and we give a description of its monoidal category
of comodules. The methods in loc. cit. are based on Tannakian duality and are fairly
agnostic to the specific choice of A.

On the other hand when A D kŒx1; : : : ; xd � it is reasonable to think of aut.A/ as
some sort of non-commutative coordinate ring of GLn. From this point of view one
may hope that techniques from the theory of algebraic groupswould yield extra insight
into the representation theory of aut.A/. Obvious examples of such techniques are
highest weight theory and induction from Borel subgroups, but more combinatorial
�The first author is an aspirant at the FWO.
��The second author is a senior researcher at the FWO.
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approaches based on standard monomial theory and straightening laws are also useful
to keep in mind.

In this paper we discuss the most basic case, namely A D kŒx; y�. We will
write Onc.GL2/ for aut.A/ to emphasize the fact that we view the latter as a non-
commutative variant of the algebraic group GL2.

As an algebra Onc.GL2/ is generated by the entries of the matrix (see §3.2)

M D

�
a b

c d

�
together with the formal inverse of the determinant ı WD ad � cb. The following
additional relations are imposed:

ac � ca D 0;

bd � db D 0;

ad � cb D da � bc;

aı�1d � bı�1c D 1 D dı�1a � cı�1b;

bı�1a � aı�1b D 0 D cı�1d � dı�1c:

The bialgebra structure on Onc.GL2/ is given by �.M/ D M ˝M . The first three
equations express thatM is a “Manin matrix” [4]. The last four equations are forced
upon us by the requirement that Onc.GL2/ must have an antipode.

It follows from [15] that the coalgebra Onc.GL2/ is quasi-hereditary. In the
current paper we will give a proof of this fact which is different in spirit from the
general one in [15]. In particular we will obtain more explicit descriptions of the
(co)standard and the simple comodules that come with the quasi-hereditary structure.
The reader not familiar with quasi-hereditary (co)algebras may consult §2.1, §2.2 for
a short introduction and further references. Here we will content ourselves with
noting that the fact that Onc.GL2/ is quasi-hereditary immediately implies that it has
a large number of standard representation theoretic properties which are reminiscent
of the representation theory of reductive groups.

We now give a more precise description of our results. Let ƒ be the monoid
hd; ı˙1i (d; ı are used as formal symbols here). We equip ƒ with the left and right
invariant ordering generated by 1 < dı�1d , ı < dd . In addition we equip ƒ with
an order preserving duality given by d� D dı�1, ı� D ı�1, .��/� D ����. For
� D ıx1dy1 � � � ıxndyn we let r.�/ be the subcomodule of the regular comodule
Onc.GL2/ spanned by vectors ıx1by

0
1dy

00
1 � � � ıxnby

0
ndy

00
n ; where y0i C y

00
i D yi . We

also put �.��/ for r.�/�.
By construction r.�/ contains the vector �. Let L.�/ be the subcomodule

of r.�/ cogenerated by �. The following is our first main result.
Theorem 1.1 (Proposition 4.15, Theorem 6.5). The coalgebra Onc.GL2/ is quasi-
hereditary with respect to the poset .ƒ;�/. The standard, costandard and simple
comodules are given by �.�/, r.�/ and L.�/ as introduced above.
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In Lemma 3.10 we give an explicit basis for Onc.GL2/ obtained via the Bergman
diamond lemma. The “spanning set” forr.�/ � Onc.GL2/we have given is actually
part of the basis ofOnc.GL2/. In the process of proving the quasi-hereditary property
we have to verify that Onc.GL2/ has a r-filtration. Roughly speaking we do this
by comparing the explicit bases for r.�/ and Onc.GL2/. This approach is different
from [15].

In the commutative case the costandard representations are sometimes called
dual Weyl modules [10] and they are obtained by induction from one-dimensional
representations of a Borel subgroup. It is natural to try to imitate this construction in
the non-commutative case.

To do so we define the following quotient Hopf algebras of Onc.GL2/:

Onc.B/ D Onc.GL2/=.b/ Š khc; d˙1iŒa˙1�;
O.T / D Onc.GL2/=.b; c/ Š kŒa˙1; d˙1�:

Here O.T / is the actual commutative coordinate ring of a two-dimensional torus T .
We identify its character group X.T / with the Laurent monomials in a; d . By
sending ı 2 ƒ to ad 2 X.T / and d 2 ƒ to d 2 X.T / we obtain a map of monoids
wt W ƒ! X.T /.

If t 2 X.T / then there is an associated one-dimensional O.T /-representation kt
which may also be viewed as a Onc.B/-representation. Denote by IndGL2

B the right
adjoint to the restriction functor CoMod.Onc.GL2//! CoMod.Onc.B// (see §4.6).
Then we have the following result:
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 4.18). One has

indGL2

B .kt / D
M
�2ƒ
wt.�/Dt

r.�/:

In particular we see that indGL2

B .kt / D 0 if t 62 X.T /C WD im wt. This agrees with
the commutative case where only dominant weights yield non-zero representations
under induction. But we also see that in contrast to the commutative case here
the induced representations are not indecomposable. However they still yield all
costandard comodules.

In the commutative case the higher derived induction functors Ri IndGB are the
subject of deep results such as Kempf’s vanishing theorem and more generally (in
characteristic zero) Bott’s theorem. It would be interesting to know if such results
also exist in the non-commutative case. We hope to come back to this in the future.

From the fact that Onc.GL2/ is quasi-hereditary it follows by general theory that
the simple comodules are of the form L.�/ D im.�.�/! r.�// which in principle
reduces their study to a linear algebra problem.

This problem is usually difficult to solve, but fortunately we succeed in the special
case we are considering. The bialgebra Onc.M2/ WD end.A/ is the subalgebra (the
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fact that it is a subalgebra follow from Lemma 3.10 or else by [15, Corollary 6.3.5])
of Onc.GL2/ generated by a; b; c; d and we have:

Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 7.6, Corollary 7.8). Assume that k has characteristic
zero. All simple Onc.GL2/-representations are repeated tensor products of simple
Onc.M2/-representations and their duals.

The characteristic zero hypothesis is likely superfluous. It comes from the fact
that we use some fragments of the representation theory of (commutative) GL2 in
the proof.

The simple representations of Onc.M2/ were classified in [11]. They are tensor
products of .SnV /n2N and ^2V , where V denotes the standard representation.
Thus every simple Onc.GL2/-representation is a tensor product of these basic
representations and their duals. It is slightly subtle to characterize which among
those tensor products are simple. This is done in Theorem 7.6. Note that the problem
of finding explicit models for the irreducible representations of universal quantum
groups, in connection with Borel–Weil theory, was already raised in [18].

For people interested in universal quantum groups we refer to [2,5,17] for some
other recent papers on this subject. In particular [17] discusses certain quotients of
aut.A/ (which the authors denote by OA.GL/) when A is a two-dimensional Artin–
Schelter regular algebra. The emphasis in loc. cit. is on the algebra properties of
these quotients so the results are more or less orthogonal to the ones contained in this
paper. Note however that certain properties of bialgebras, like their Hilbert series,
can be studied both on the algebra and on the coalgebra side.

Finally, note that in [3] the authors also study representations of certain universal
quantum groups by relying on a Borel–Weil type construction. It can however be
checked that aut.A/ does not fit into their axiomatic framework since it does not have
a “dense big cell”. Our paper (see also [15]) partially meets their lack of a “non-
commutative root system” by providing natural orderings on the non-commutative
weight monoid ƒ, compatible with the one on GL2.

2. Preliminaries

Let k denote an algebraically closed field. All coalgebras C are k-coalgebras and
all unadorned tensor products are over k. By default a C -comodule V is a left
comodule, i.e. with structure map V ! C ˝ V . By a C -representation we mean
a finite dimensional C -comodule. We refer to Green [9] for fundamental facts and
proofs on coalgebra representation theory.

A beautiful survey on the use of quasi-hereditary (co)algebras in the representation
theory of algebraic groups is given by Donkin in [8] and we will use the main
definitions from that article. One should also mention Jantzen’s book on algebraic
groups [10] which contains all the essential results but does not use the quasi-
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hereditary formalism. Finally for an algebraic study of quasi-hereditary algebras we
refer to the classic paper by Dlab and Ringel [6]. The reader should be warned that
the basic definitions in [6] are different from those of [8]. For a comparison see
Appendix A.

2.1. Finite dimensional quasi-hereditary coalgebras. In this sectionwe follow [8].
Assume C is a finite dimensional coalgebra and let fL.�/ j � 2 ƒg be a complete
set of non-isomorphic simple C -comodules for some partially ordered set .ƒ;�/.
By I.�/ we denote the injective hull of the simple comodule L.�/. Let V be a
C -representation. For � � ƒ we say that V belongs to � if all composition factors
of V are in the set fL.�/ j � 2 �g. In general we write O�.V / for the comodule
that is maximal amongst all subcomodules of V belonging to � . For � 2 ƒ put
�.�/ D f� 2 ƒ j � < �g. Then r.�/ � L.�/ is the subcomodule of I.�/ defined
by

r.�/=L.�/ D O�.�/.I.�/=L.�//: (2.1)

The r.�/ are called costandard comodules. Using the notationO�.V / to denote the
minimal subcomodule U of V such that V=U belongs to � , the standard comodules
�.�/ are defined dually as

�.�/ D P.�/=O�.�/.N.�//;

where P.�/ is the projective cover of L.�/ and N.�/ denotes its maximal proper
subcomodule.

From the definitions, one has more or less immediately the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. One has

HomC .�.�/;r.�// D

(
k; if � D �;
0; otherwise;

and all the simples can be recovered as L.�/ D Im.�.�/! r.�//.
To verify that a comodule is costandard, we will use the following coalgebraic

version of Lemma 1:1 in [6] (slightly adapted to be correct for the setting from [8]
we are following).
Lemma 2.2. For any C -comodule V , and � 2 ƒ, the following are equivalent:

(1) V Š r.�/,
(2) the following three conditions are satisfied:

(i) soc.V / Š L.�/,
(ii) if ŒV= soc.V / W L.�/� ¤ 0, then � < �,
(iii) if � < �, then Ext1.L.�/; V / D 0.
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Let G0.C / denote the Grothendieck group of the category of finite dimensional
C -comodules.

Lemma 2.3. The (co)standard comodules form a Z-basis of G0.C /.

Proof. The simple L.�/ occurs with multiplicity 1 in r.�/, and by definition all
other composition factors of r.�/ are of strictly smaller weight so the costandard
comodules are related to the basis of simple comodules by a unitriangular matrix.
The proof for the standard comodules is similar.

By F .�/, F .r/ one denotes the categories of representations admitting
filtrations whose factors are respectively standard and costandard modules. We
will call such filtrations (co)standard filtrations (they are required to exist but are not
part of the structure of an object in F .�/, F .r/).

Note that Lemma 2.3 ensures that the multiplicity ŒV W r.�/� of r.�/ as
subquotient in a costandard filtration on V is independent of the filtration.

Definition 2.4 ([8]). The (finite dimensional) coalgebra C is quasi-hereditary if for
all � 2 ƒ:

(1) I.�/ 2 F .r/,

(2) .I.�/ W r.�// D 1,

(3) If .I.�/ W r.�// ¤ 0, then � � �.

In the following we will use another characterization of quasi-hereditary
coalgebras. It is often more convenient since when combined with Lemma 2.2(2) it
does not explicitly refer to the injectives I.�/.

Proposition 2.5. The coalgebra C is quasi-hereditary if and only if the following
conditions hold.

(1) C 2 F .r/.

(2) If Ext1.L.�/;r.�// ¤ 0 then � > �.

For a proof see Appendix A.
For use below put C.�/ D O�.C /. From the maximality it follows that C.�/ is

a subcoalgebra of C and that fL.�/ j � 2 �g is a complete set of non-isomorphic
simple C.�/-comodules. For � 2 � we write ��.�/, r�.�/ for the corresponding
C.�/-(co)standard comodules. A subset � � ƒ is said to be saturated if � � � 2 �
implies � 2 � . Recall the following:

Theorem 2.6 ([7, Prop. A.3.4]). Assume that C is quasi-hereditary. For a saturated
subset � � ƒ we have that C.�/ is quasi-hereditary with simple, standard and
costandard modules respectively given by L.�/, ��.�/ D �.�/, r�.�/ D r.�/
for � 2 � .
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2.2. Infinite dimensional quasi-hereditary coalgebras. Since coordinate rings of
algebraic groups and their quantum versions are infinite dimensional, Definition 2.4
needs to be generalized. In this section, C is no longer assumed to be finite
dimensional. In agreement with the notation of Section 2.1, let fL.�/ j � 2 ƒg
denote a complete set of non-isomorphic simple comodules of C , indexed by some
(possibly infinite) poset .ƒ;�/. By I.�/ we still denote the injective hull of the
simple comodule L.�/. Note that projective covers in general no longer exist and
hence the situation is no longer self dual. The following infinite dimensional version
of the quasi-hereditary property is due to Donkin [8].

Definition 2.7. The coalgebra C is quasi-hereditary if

(1) for every � 2 ƒ the set �.�/ is finite;

(2) for every finite, saturated � � ƒ, the coalgebra C.�/ (see Section 2.1, the
definition makes sense in the current setting) is finite dimensional and quasi-
hereditary in the sense of Definition 2.4.

Assume that C is quasi-hereditary. For � 2 ƒ and � a saturated subset in ƒ
containing � (e.g. �.�/) we put

�.�/ D ��.�/

r.�/ D r�.�/ :

Theorem 2.6 shows that this definition is independent of � .

Remark 2.8. It is not hard to see that r.�/ is isomorphic to the subcomodule r 0.�/
of I.�/ containing L.�/ defined by

r
0.�/=L.�/ D O�.�/.I.�/=L.�//;

exactly like in the finite dimensional setting. Due to the lack of projective covers in the
infinite dimensional case, there is no analogous construction for standard comodules.

By F .r/ (respectively F .�/), we again denote the category of representations
of C having a (finite) filtration by costandard (respectively standard) comodules.

The following theorem by Donkin [8, Thm. 2.5] shows that the homological
algebra of quasi-hereditary coalgebras is completely determined by that of their finite
dimensional quasi-hereditary subcoalgebras.

Theorem 2.9. If C is quasi-hereditary, then for a finite, saturated � � ƒ, and
C.�/-comodules V and W , one has for all i � 0,

ExtiC.�/.V;W / Š ExtiC .V;W /:
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3. Universal coacting bialgebras and Hopf algebras

Throughout A D k ˚ A1 ˚ A2˚ is an N-graded algebra such that dimAi <1 for
all i . We first introduce the universal coacting bialgebra end.A/ which is defined
using a suitable universal property. Every bialgebra has a universal associated Hopf
algebra, which in the case of end.A/ will be denoted aut.A/. This Hopf algebra
also satisfies a universal property and is in fact the universal coacting Hopf algebra
ofA. Finally, we describe by generators and relations the specific bialgebra and Hopf
algebra we are interested in, namely end.kŒx; y�/ and aut.kŒx; y�/.

3.1. Universal constructions.
Definition 3.1. The universal coacting algebra of A, denoted end.A/, is an algebra
equipped with an algebra morphism ıA W A! end.A/˝A, satisfying the following
universal property: for any k-algebra B and algebra morphism f W A ! B ˝ A,
such that ı.An/ � B ˝ An, there exists a unique morphism g W end.A/ ! B such
that the diagram

A end.A/˝ A

B ˝ A

f

ıA

g˝1

commutes.
The existence of this algebra is essentially due to Manin [12]. These algebras

have some nice properties, the proofs of which can be found in Proposition 1.3.8
of [14].
Definition 3.2. LetB be a bialgebra. AB-comodule algebra is an algebraA equipped
with an algebra morphism f W A! B ˝A which makes A into a comodule over B .
Proposition 3.3. (1) The universal coacting algebra of A is in fact a bialgebra, A is

an end.A/-comodule algebra via ıA.
(2) end.A/ also satisfies a different universal property: if B is any bialgebra, and

f W A! B ˝A equips A with the structure of a B-comodule algebra such that
f .An/ � B˝An, then there is a uniquemorphismof bialgebrasg W end.A/! B

such that the diagram

A end.A/˝ A

B ˝ A

f

ıA

g˝1

commutes.
The bialgebra end.A/ turns out to have a very nice representation theory when A

is Koszul. It was studied by the second author and B. Kriegk in [11] and forms part
of the motivation for this work.
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Every bialgebra has a Hopf envelope, as proven by Takeuchi [16]. A detailed
proof of the following theorem can be found in Pareigis [14] (see Theorem 2.6.3).
Theorem 3.4. Let B be a bialgebra. Then there exists a Hopf algebraH.B/, called
the Hopf envelope ofB , and a homomorphism of bialgebras i W B ! H.B/ such that
for every Hopf algebra H and for every homomorphism of bialgebras f W B ! H ,
there is a unique homomorphism of Hopf algebras g W H.B/ ! H such that the
diagram

B H.B/

H

f

i

g

commutes.
Remark 3.5. The construction ofH.B/ from B is as follows: we freely adjoin to B
(as an algebra) variables sn.b/ for n � 1, b 2 B and we impose the following
relations
(1) For �1; �2 2 k, b1; b2 2 B: sn.�1b1 C �2b2/ D �1s

n.b1/ C �2s
n.b2/.

Furthermore sn.1/ D 1.
(2) Let a; b 2 B . If n is even then sn.ab/ D sn.a/sn.b/ and if n is odd then

sn.ab/ D sn.b/sn.a/.
(3) For all b 2 B:

P
b s
nC1.b.1//s

n.b.2// D �.b/,
P
b s
n.b.1//s

nC1.b.2// D �.b/.
The resulting algebra H.B/ is made into Hopf algebra by defining the coproduct,
counit and antipode on B as follows (with n � 0, where we identify s0.b/ with b)

�.sn.b// D �.b/;

�.sn.b// D

(
sn.b.1//˝ s

n.b.2//; if n is even;
sn.b.2//˝ s

n.b.1//; if n is odd;

S.sn.b// D snC1.b/:

A computation shows that these definitions are compatible with the relations we have
imposed.

We will denote the Hopf envelope of end.A/ by aut.A/. Using Definition 3.1,
there is a morphism of algebras ıA W A ! aut.A/˝ A such that A is a comodule-
algebra over aut.A/. This easily gives the final universal property.
Corollary 3.6. If H is a Hopf algebra and A is an H -comodule algebra by f W
A! H ˝ A such that f .An/ � H ˝ An, then there is a unique morphism of Hopf
algebras g W aut.A/! H such that the diagram

A aut.A/˝ A

H ˝ A

f

ıA

g˝1

commutes.
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Proof. First use the universal property of Proposition (3.3) to get a morphism g0 W

end.A/! H , and then use the one of Proposition (3.4) to get a map g.

Following this corollary we call aut.A/ the universal coacting Hopf algebra onA.

3.2. Generators and relations. In the rest of this paper we will concentrate on
the first non-trival case A D kŒx; y� with the grading given by jxj D jyj D 1. In
Section 5 of [12], Manin shows that a (finite!) presentation of end.A/ is given by:

end.kŒx; y�/ D
kha; b; c; d i

I
;

where I is the ideal generated by the relations:

ac � ca D 0;

ad � cb D da � bc;

bd � db D 0:

Denoting byM the generator matrix, i.e.

M D

�
a b

c d

�
;

the bialgebra structure is given by

�.M/ DM ˝M; �.M/ D Id;

where Id denotes the identity matrix. Since there is a bialgebra epimorphism

end.kŒx; y�/ � O.M2/ (3.1)

to the coordinate ring of the reductive algebraic monoid M2, we use the notation
Onc.M2/ for end.kŒx; y�/.

The universal coacting Hopf algebra aut.kŒx; y�/ can be obtained from
end.kŒx; y�/ as follows: let

aut.kŒx; y�/ D
kha; b; c; d; ı; ı�1i

I
;

where I is the ideal generated by the relations:

ac � ca D 0 D bd � db;

ad � cb D ı D da � bc;

ıı�1 D 1 D ı�1ı;

aı�1d � bı�1c D 1 D dı�1a � cı�1b;

bı�1a � aı�1b D 0 D cı�1d � dı�1c:

(3.2)
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The bialgebra structure is the one above, extended by:

�.ı˙1/ D ı˙1 ˝ ı˙1; (3.3)
�.ı˙1/ D 1: (3.4)

The antipode is determined by

S.M/ D

�
ı�1d �ı�1b

�ı�1c ı�1a

�
; (3.5)

S.ı˙1/ D ı�1: (3.6)

Proposition 3.7. The Hopf algebra defined above is the universal coacting Hopf
algebra of kŒx; y�.

Proof. This follows by implementing the procedure outlined in Remark 3.5. We will
only sketch it. Since ı is grouplike the symbol s.ı/ satisfies s.ı/ı D ıs.ı/ D 1

(by 3.5(4)) and hence s.ı/ is a twosided inverse of ı which we denote by ı�1.
Also by 3.5(4) we have

s.M/M D id DMs.M/

It turns out that id DMs.M/ can be solved and yields

s.M/ D

�
ı�1d �ı�1b

�ı�1c ı�1a

�
Plugging the solution into s.M/M yield the 4 last relations in (3.2). Having done this
it turns out that the relations in Remark 3.5 imply that the sn.M/ are all expressible
in a; b; c; d; ı�1 for n � 2. Hence we find that aut.kŒx; y�/ as an algebra is described
by (3.2). The only thing that remains to be done is to extend � to aut.kŒx; y�/ and
define S on it, using the formules Remark in 3.5. This finishes the proof.

Remark 3.8. Notice that this Hopf algebra even has a bijective antipode, so it also
fulfills the universal property of Theorem 3.4 if one demands it to be universal
amongst Hopf algebras with bijective antipode.

Since there is an obvious Hopf algebra epimorphism

aut.kŒx; y�/ � O.GL2/ (3.7)

to the coordinate ring of the reductive algebraic group GL2, we denote aut.kŒx; y�/
by Onc.GL2/, and think of it as the coordinate ring of a noncommutative version
of GL2.
Remark 3.9. One can check that S2 ¤ 1 and this Hopf algebra is neither braided
nor cobraided.
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To facilitate the computations later on, we introduce a convenient basis for this
Hopf algebra.

Lemma 3.10. The Hopf algebra Onc.GL2/ has a basis of the form

ıx1w1ı
x2w2 : : : wnı

xn ;

where xi 2 Z, xi ¤ 0 for i … f1; ng, and the wi are non-empty words in the symbols
a; b; c; d with non-decreasing row index. If xi D �1, and i … f1; ng then the column
index of the symbol on the left and on the right of ıxi D ı�1 should be non-decreasing
as well.

Proof. This is a routine application of the Bergman diamond lemma using the
ordering ı�1 < ı < a < b < c < d:

Just like in [11], one could consider Onc.GL2/ as a graded algebra in the obvious
way, and study the representations of the i th graded piece. Unlike for Onc.M2/

however, the corresponding degree i subcoalgebras are not finite dimensional, so this
is not very useful. In the commutative setting, it is easy to pass between rational
and polynomial representations, and one reduces this problem to the polynomial
representation theory of O.M2/. Since ı is not central in Onc.GL2/, this does not
work in our setting.

4. Intrinsic standard, costandard and simple comodules

In this section, we introduce Onc.GL2/-comodules �I .�/, rI .�/ which will
eventually be shown to be the standard and costandard modules for a suitable quasi-
hereditary structure on Onc.GL2/.

4.1. Some canonical representations and their weights. Put

O.T / WD Onc.GL2/=.b; c/ D kŒa˙1; d˙1�: (4.1)

We see that O.T / is the actual coordinate ring of a commutative two-dimensional
torus. We will identify the character group X.T / (“weights”) of T with the Laurent
monomials in a, d . We give the weights the lexicographical ordering for a < d ,
i.e. aid j < ai

0

d j
0 iff j < j 0 or j D j 0 and i < i 0. Define two involutions .�/�

and � on the weights by
.axdy/� D a�yd�x;

�.axdy/ D aydx :
(4.2)

These involutions are incarnations of the action of the non-trivialWeyl group element
of GL2. We now define the partially ordered set indexing the simples of Onc.GL2/.
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Definition 4.1. The set ƒ consists of all formal expressions of the form

� WD ıx1dy1 � � � ıxndyn ; (4.3)

where xi 2 Z and yi 2 N. We define a “weight function” on ƒ as follows:

wt W ƒ! X.T / W � 7! a
P
xid

P
xiCyi : (4.4)

In particular wt.ı/ D ad , wt.d/ D d .
Note that wt is not surjective. Its image consists those weights axdy for which

y � x. We will put X.T /C D im wt. The elements of X.T /C will be called
dominant weights.

Elements of ƒ are ordered according to the ordering on X.T /. i.e. � <2 � if
and only if wt.�/ < wt.�/. In particular elements of ƒ with the same weight are
considered incomparable, unless they are equal. The ordering is denoted by<2 since
later we will introduce a finer one denoted by <1.

The map .�/� is defined on ƒ by demanding that

d� D dı�1;

ı� D ı�1;

.��/� D ����:

(4.5)

With this definition, we have that wt.��/ D wt.�/�. Notice however that .�/� W
ƒ! ƒ is not an involution.

The weights of a Onc.GL2/-representation X are defined in the standard way,
i.e. X may be considered as an O.T /-comodule via the composition

X ! Onc.GL2/˝X ! O.T /˝X

so one can decomposeX into one-dimensional, simple torus representations kt , for t
a monomial in kŒa˙1; d˙1�, and

kt
ı2
�! O.T /˝ kt W 1 7! t ˝ 1: (4.6)

When no confusion can arise, we will abbreviate kt by t .
Let R D kr and R�1 D kr�1 be the one-dimensional comodules defined by

r˙1 7! ı˙1 ˝ r˙1; (4.7)

and let V D ke1 C ke2 be the two-dimensional comodule defined by�
e1
e2

�
7!

�
a b

c d

�
˝

�
e1
e2

�
: (4.8)
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Definition 4.2. For � 2 ƒ as in Definition 4.1, putM.�/ D R˝x1 ˝ V ˝y1 ˝ � � � ˝

R˝xn ˝ V ˝yn and let rI .�/ be the subcomodule of the regular comodule Onc.G/

spanned by vectors
ıx1by

0
1dy

00
1 � � � ıxnby

0
ndy

00
n ; (4.9)

where y0i C y
00
i D yi .

From now on, we will often drop tensor signs to compactify the notation. Recall
that the right dual of an objectX in a monoidal category is a triple .X�; evX ; coevX /
consisting of an object X� and morphisms

evX W X� ˝X ! 1 and coevX W 1! X ˝X�; (4.10)

such that the compositions

X
coevX ˝1
������! X ˝X� ˝X

1˝evX
����! X; (4.11)

and

X�
1˝coevX
������! X� ˝X ˝X�

evX ˝1
�����! X� (4.12)

are the identity morphisms. The left dual �X is defined similarly. Duals are unique
up to unique isomorphism. Usually we will just write �X ,X�, leaving the evaluation
and coevaluation morphisms implicit.

Remark 4.3. Note our conventions for right and left duals: these are not the ones
usually encountered.

Lemma 4.4. With the above conventions, one has that V � Š VR�1; �V Š R�1V

and R� Š �R Š R�1.

Proof. We need to specify the evaluation and coevaluation morphisms. For V , it is
easy to check that these morphisms are given by

evV W VR�1V ! k W

�
e1r
�1e1 e1r

�1e2
e2r
�1e1 e2r

�1e2

�
7!

�
0 �1

1 0

�
;

coevV W k ! V VR�1 W 1 7! .e1e2 � e2e1/r
�1:

(4.13)

For left duals the proof is similar and for R it is even easier.

One finds in particular
M.�/� ŠM.��/ : (4.14)

Below we will write �I .��/ for rI .�/�.
The rather cumbersome formulation of the following lemma is due to the fact that

neither .�/� nor �.�/ is compatible with the ordering <2.
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Lemma 4.5. Both rI .�/ and M.�/ possess highest and lowest weights wt.�/,
�.wt.�// as O.T /-representations (with the ordering < introduced above), each
occurring with multiplicity one. The same holds for rI .�/� and M.�/� where the
highest weights and lowest weights are respectively wt.�/� and �.wt.�//�.

Moreover the obvious epimorphism (of comodules)

M.�/ � rI .�/ (4.15)

is a bijection on highest and lowest weight vectors. The same holds for the dual
monomorphism,

rI .�/
� ,!M.�/�: (4.16)

Proof. Let � be as in Definition 4.1 and let us consider rI .�/. The weight of a basis
vector

ıx1by
0
1dy

00
1 � � � ıxnby

0
ndy

00
n ; (4.17)

where y0i C y
00
i D yi is

a
P
.xiCy

0
i
/d

P
.xiCy

00
i
/;

which is maximal if yi D y00i and minimal if yi D y0i . In both cases we see that the
weights are as indicated.

The weights of the basis vectors of rI .�/� are

.a
P
.xiCy

0
i
/d

P
.xiCy

00
i
//� D a�

P
.xiCy

00
i
/d�

P
.xiCy

0
i
/;

which is again maximal if yi D y00i and minimal if yi D y0i . The weights are once
again as indicated.

The arguments for M.�/ are the same and the other claims of the lemma are
obvious.

4.2. Filtered coalgebras. As a preparation for the sequel we remind the reader of
some basic properties of filtered coalgebras.
Definition 4.6. A filtered coalgebra C is a coalgebra C equipped with a filtration
C D [n�0Cn, where .Cn/n is an ascending chain of subspaces, satisfying

�.Cn/ �
X
m�0

Cm ˝ Cn�m: (4.18)

Denote by corad.C / the coradical of C .
Lemma4.7 ([13, Lemma5.3.4]). LetC be a filtered coalgebra. Then corad.C / � C0.
Lemma 4.8. For a filtered coalgebra C , and a C -comodule V , there exists a non-
trivial subspace V0 that is a C0-comodule.

Proof. This follows immediately from the previous lemma since every non-zero
comodule contains a simple subcomodule.
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Corollary 4.9. All group like elements g of a filtered coalgebra C lie in C0.

Definition 4.10. Given a group like element g in C , a non-zero vector v 2 V is
called a semi-invariant of weight g if

ı.v/ D g ˝ v:

Lemma 4.11. If V is a subrepresentation of the regular representation C , then the
semi-invariants are scalar multiples of the grouplike elements.

4.3. Borel coalgebras. One has the following analogues of the (coordinate rings of)
Borel subgroups:

Onc.B/ D Onc.GL2/=.b/ Š khc; d˙1iŒa˙1�;
Onc.B

C/ D Onc.GL2/=.c/ Š kha˙1; biŒd˙1�;
(4.19)

which are non-commutative quotient Hopf algebras of Onc.GL2/ with quotient
maps � (respectively �C). Note that there is a commutative diagram

Onc.GL2/ Onc.GL2/

Onc.B/ Onc.B
C/

 

� �C

 

Š

where  denotes the Hopf algebra automorphism

 W Onc.GL2/! Onc.GL2/ W
�
a b

c d

�
7!

�
d c

b a

�
: (4.20)

Remember that a pointed coalgebra is a coalgebra such that every comodule has
dimension 1.
Lemma 4.12. Onc.B

C/ is a pointed, filtered coalgebra. The filtration is defined as
follows: if Onc.B

C/0n � Onc.B
C/ is the span of the monomials in a; b and d that

contain n copies of b, then

Onc.B
C/n D ˚m�nOnc.B

C/0m:

The group like elements in Onc.B
C/ are all of the form aid j for i; j 2 Z.

Proof. First notice that Onc.B
C/ is generated by grouplike and skew-primitive

elements, so it is pointed, see [13, Lemma 5.5.1]. Also, Onc.B
C/00 is spanned

by the products asd t . We have

�.b/ D a˝ b C b ˝ d:
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Since � is homogeneous for the grading jaj D jd j D 0, jbj D 1 it follows that
Onc.B

C/ D ˚n�0Onc.B
C/0n is anN-graded coalgebra, soOnc.B

C/ becomesfiltered
by setting

Onc.B
C/n D ˚m�nOnc.B

C/0m:

Finally by Corollary 4.9 all group like elements in Onc.B
C/ are contained in

Onc.B
C/0 D kŒa˙1; d˙1�, which is exactly O.T /. It now suffices to note that

the grouplike elements in O.T / have the indicated form. Again, this also follows
from [13, Lemma 5.5.1].

The following lemma is a noncommutative version of the Lie–Kolchin theorem.

Lemma 4.13. Every Onc.B
C/-representation contains a semi-invariant.

Proof. From Lemma 4.8 we know that every Onc.B
C/-comodule V contains a

Onc.B
C/0-comodule V0. Since Onc.B

C/0 D O.T / is the coordinate ring of a torus,
V0 is spanned by semi-invariants.

Proposition 4.14. Every subrepresentation of rI .�/ contains �, viewed as highest
weight vector in rI .�/.

Proof. The composition

rI .�/ ,! Onc.GL2/
�
�! Onc.B

C/

sends a basis vector, say
ıx1by

0
1dy

00
1 � � � ıxnby

0
ndy

00
n ; (4.21)

where y0i C y
00
i D yi , to

ax1by
0
1 � � � axnby

0
nd

P
.xiCy

00
i
/: (4.22)

Hence the map is injective, and we can viewrI .�/ as subrepresentation of Onc.B
C/.

FromLemma 4.11, it follows thatrI .�/ contains at most one semi-invariant of a fixed
weight aud l (up to scalar multiple), and in that case this element is exactly aud l , if
it sits in rI .�/ ,! Onc.B

C/. From (4.22), we see immediately that only one weight,
and thus only one semi-invariant can and does occur, namely

a
P
xid

P
.xiCyi /;

which corresponds to t D wt.�/. Converting to rI .�/ as a subcomodule of
Onc.GL2/ again, we see that � is the unique Onc.B

C/-semi-invariant in rI .�/.
Suppose now that V is a subrepresentation of rI .�/; by Lemma 4.13, we know
that V contains a Onc.B

C/-semi-invariant v of weight t . Then by the previous
considerations, v must be a multiple of �, proving the proposition.
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4.4. Applications.
Proposition 4.15. The comodules rI .�/ are Schurian and the subrepresenta-
tion L.�/ of rI .�/ cogenerated by � is simple.

Proof. By Proposition 4.14 any subcomodule of L.�/ must contain �. So it must be
equal to L.�/.

The proof that rI .�/ is Schurian is similar. A non-zero endomorphism f

of rI .�/ gives rise to an endomorphism of Onc.B
C/-comodules, which will also be

denoted f . If the kernel of f is non-zero then it contains � by Proposition 4.14. But
then the image of f cannot contain � which contradicts Proposition 4.14 unless the
image is zero. So f must either be zero or an automorphism.

Since � is the unique semi-invariant of weight wt.�/ in rI .�/ up to scalar
multiplication, one has f .�/ D c�. Since f � c is not an automorphism we deduce
f D c, finishing the proof.

Proposition 4.16. We have L.�/� Š L.��/ and moreover both are equal to the
image of the composition

rI .�/
� ,!M.�/�

Š
���!
(4.14)

M.��/ � rI .�
�/: (4.23)

Proof. (4.23) is a bijection on the highest and lowest weight vectors by Lemma 4.5.
Taking kernels and cokernels of the composed morphism, there is an exact sequence

0! K ! rI .�/
�
! rI .�

�/! C ! 0; (4.24)

which may be completed to a diagram:

L.��/

0 K rI .�/
� Z rI .�

�/ C 0

L.�/�

0

0

where the outher dashed arrows are 0 becauseK and C have weights strictly between
wt.��/ and �.wt.��//. If the resulting composition

L.��/ ,! Z � L.�/� (4.25)

is zero then the weight wt.��/ occurs twice in Z and hence in rI .��/ which is
impossible by Lemma 4.5. Hencewe conclude thatL.��/ D L.�/� and the inclusion
L.��/ ,! Z is split. If it not an isomorphism then rI .��/ contains a decomposable
submodule which is impossible by Proposition 4.14.
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4.5. A canonical filtration on Onc.GL2/. Write Onc.GL2/ as an ascending union
of finite dimensional subcoalgebras:

Onc.GL2/ D [n�0On; (4.26)

where On is the subcoalgebra consisting of all elements that can be written as linear
combinations of words of length � n in the generators a; b; c; d and ı, ı�1 (thus
each generator has length 1). Let In be the set of words in c; d; ı; ı�1 of length n not
containing dı�1c, ıı�1, ı�1ı and let t W In ! ƒ be the map which replaces c by d .
Lemma 4.17. One has as left Onc.GL2/-comodules

On=On�1 Š
M
2In

rI .t.//:

Proof. Let Jn be the set of words in a; b; c; d; ı; ı�1 of length n as introduced in
Lemma 3.10. It is clear that Jn yields a basis for On=On�1.

Let s W Jn ! In be the map which replaces a by c and b by d . For  2 In definebrI ./ D M
w2Jn;
s.w/D

k Nw � On=On�1:

It easy to see that brI ./ is a subcomodule of On=On�1 and furthermorebrI ./ Š rI .t.//:
This finishes the proof.

4.6. Induced representations. Now we look at the induced representations

indGL2

B .t/ WD Onc.GL2/�Onc.B/kt ; (4.27)

where� denotes the cotensor product. Also,Onc.GL2/ is regarded as a rightOnc.B/-
comodule by comultiplying and composing with the quotient map:

Onc.GL2/
�
�! Onc.GL2/˝Onc.GL2/

1˝�
���! Onc.GL2/˝Onc.B/:

This composition is denoted ı1. The O.T /-comodule kt can be regarded as
left Onc.B/-comodule in the obvious way, with corresponding comodule map ı2.
Remember that the cotensor product is defined by

Onc.GL2/�Onc.B/kt WD Ker.Onc.GL2/˝ kt
�
�! Onc.GL2/˝Onc.B/˝ kt /;

where � D ı1 ˝ 1 � 1˝ ı2.
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Theorem 4.18. The induced representations decompose as a direct sum of rI ’s, i.e.

indGL2

B .t/ D
M
�2ƒ

wt.�/Dt

rI .�/:

In particular, for t … X.T /C; indGL2

B .t/ D 0.

Proof. First note that one can compute indGL2

B .t/ from the right Onc.B/-semi-
invariants of weight t for .Onc.GL2/; ı1/ since f 2 indGL2

B .t/ iff ı1.f / ˝ 1 D

f ˝ t ˝ 1: If f is a right Onc.B/-semi-invariant of weight t , one finds (using
Sweedler notation)

f.1/ ˝ f.2/ D f ˝ t

) .S ˝ S/.f.1/ ˝ f.2// D .S ˝ S/.f ˝ t /

) �op
ı S.f / D S.f /˝ �.t�/

) S.f /.2/ ˝ S.f /.1/ D S.f /˝ �.t
�/

) S.f /.1/ ˝ S.f /.2/ D �.t
�/˝ S.f /;

(4.28)

where we used .S˝S/ı� D �op ıS . Note that we suppressed the quotient map � .
One finds that S.f / is a semi-invariant of weight �.t�/ for the left Onc.B/-comodule
.Onc.GL2/;�/. A similar easy computation shows that h is a left Onc.B/-semi-
invariant of weight t 0 if and only if .h/ (see (4.20)) is a leftOnc.BC/-semi-invariant
of weight �.t 0/. All in all one obtains that if f is a right Onc.B/-semi-invariant of
weight t , then . ı S/.f / is a left Onc.B

C/-semi-invariant of weight t�. So we
might as well compute the left Onc.B

C/-semi-invariants.
We may refine the .On/n constructed in Lemma 4.17 to an exhaustive ascending

filtration .Fn/n withF0 D 0 onOnc.GL2/ such thatFnC1=Fn is isomorphic torI .�/
for suitable �.

Moreover, we know from Proposition 4.14 that each rI .�/ contains a
unique Onc.B

C/-semi-invariant of weight t D wt.�/. Using this in combination
with (4.21) and (4.22), we know that the left Onc.B

C/-semi-invariants in the
associated graded of Onc.GL2/ consist of polynomials in c; d; ı and ı�1.

If f is now any left Onc.B
C/-semi-invariant in Onc.GL2/, and l is minimal such

that f 2 Fl , then 0 ¤ f in Fl=Fl�1 and we have a well-defined map

Fl=Fl�1
ı1
�! Onc.B

C/˝ Fl=Fl�1 W f 7! t ˝ f;

so we know Nf 2 Fl=Fl�1 is some polynomial g of length l in c; d; ı and ı�1 and one
checks that the latter are Onc.B

C/-semi-invariants in Onc.GL2/. So f �g is a semi-
invariant in Fl�1. By induction (using F0 D 0) any left semi-invariant in Onc.GL2/
is a polynomial in c; d; ı and ı�1. Applying . ı S/�1 to these polynomials, we get
polynomials in b; d; ı�1 and ı. In terms of the explicit basis of Onc.GL2/, this says
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that if t 2 Im.wt/, then indGL2

B .t/ consists of elements of the form (we no longer
write the˝v all the time)

ın0bp1dq1ın1 � � � bpkdqkınk ;

where the nr 2 Z; pr ; qr 2 N which have weight t . This gives the indicated direct
sum decomposition. Note that this also shows that for t … X.T /C, indGL2

B .t/ D 0.

Remark 4.19. Notice that this is different from the reductive algebraic group setting,
where the induced representations are indecomposable, see Jantzen [10, II.2.8].

5. A quasi-hereditary filtration of Onc.GL2/

5.1. A filtration by quasi-hereditary subcoalgebras. Recall the ascending filtra-
tion on Onc.GL2/ D [n�0On introduced in §4.5. In this section we show the
following.

Theorem 5.1. For every n, the finite dimensional coalgebra On is quasi-hereditary
with respect to the poset .ƒn;�2/, which is the restriction of the poset .ƒ;�2/ to
words of length � n from Definition 4.1. Moreover the (co)standard comodules are
given by �I .�/, rI .�/ for � 2 ƒn as defined in Definition 4.2.

Since we will be working with a different ordering later on, we will temporarily
denote the costandard comodules corresponding to On and .ƒn;�2/ by r2.

We will first show that for � 2 ƒn, one has r2.�/ D rI .�/. For this we use
Lemma 2.2. We will then use Proposition 2.5 to show that On is quasi-hereditary.

Remark 5.2. Notice that for every � 2 ƒ, �.�/ is infinite for the ordering �2
so the infinite dimensional coalgebra Onc.GL2/ is not quasi-hereditary for �2 (see
Definition 2.7).

Using Frobenius reciprocity for coalgebras (see [10] for example), we have

HomOnc.GL2/.�; indGL2

B .t// Š HomOnc.B/.�; t /: (5.1)

For an inclusion of coalgebras C � D and a C -comodule V we say that V is
defined over D if its structure map V ! C ˝ V has image in D ˝ V . To prove
quasi-hereditarity, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3. An Onc.B/-representation V with all weights D t , for some fixed
t 2 O.T /, is defined over O.T /.

Proof. We already proved that for every Onc.B/-representation, there exists a one-
dimensional subrepresentation. Denote this representation by kv. Since all weights
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are equal to t , and the grouplike elements of Onc.B/ are in O.T /, this representation
is in fact

kv ! Onc.B/˝ kv W v 7! t ˝ v: (5.2)

It remains to show that any extension between two one-dimensional representations
of weight t is split. Such extension is a two-dimensional representation with basis
v;w such that

ı.v/ D t ˝ v

ı.w/ D t ˝ w C u˝ v

such that u 2 Onc.B/ is in the ideal generated by c. From coassociativity one obtains

�.u/ D t ˝ uC u˝ t: (5.3)

Let degc be the grading on Onc.B/ by c-degree and define a second grading on
Onc.B/ by jaj D �1, jcj D 0, jd j D 1. Then one checks for h homogeous in c:

jh.1/j � jh.2/j D degc h:

It follows that if p ˝ q is a term on the righthand side of (5.3) then jpj � jqj > 0.
But this is clearly a contradiction since the righthand side of (5.3) is preserved under
p ˝ q 7! q ˝ p. So we obtain u D 0.

Proposition 5.4. The coinduced comodule indGL2

B .t/ is injective in the full
subcategory of Onc.GL2/-representations of weights �2 t .

Proof. This follow from the isomorphism (5.1) and the fact that on this subcategory,
we have that

HomOnc.B/.�; t / Š HomO.T /.�; t /:

To see this, first note that for representationsM 0 of weights <2 t we have that

HomO.T /.M 0; t / D 0

and thus also HomOnc.B/.M 0; t / D 0 since HomOnc.B/.M 0; t / � HomO.T /.M 0; t /.
For a representation M 00 that has all weights equal to t , by Lemma 5.3 there is an
equality

HomOnc.B/.M 00; t / Š HomO.T /.M 00; t /:

Given any Onc.GL2/-representation M of weights �2 t , we now set M 0 to be the
subspace of M generated by all weight vectors of weight <2 t . This is obviously a
Onc.B/-comodule so we have an exact sequence (of Onc.B/-comodules)

0!M 0 !M !M=M 0 ! 0:
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By applying HomOnc.B/.�; t /, one finds

HomOnc.B/.M=M 0; t / Š HomOnc.B/.M; t/;

and sinceM=M 0 has weightsD t , we see that

HomOnc.B/.M; t/ Š HomO.T /.M; t/:

Now the functor HomO.T /.�; t / is exact since all torus representations are
semisimple, i.e. O.T / is cosemisimple, so indeed we see that indGL2

B .t/ is injective
in the category of Onc.GL2/-representations of weight �2 t .

Proof of Theorem 6.5. From their construction as quotients of the M.�/, it is clear
that the rI .�/, � 2 ƒn, are defined over On. To prove that r2.�/ D rI .�/ we
verify the properties (2a),(2b),(2c) in Lemma 2.2.

By Proposition 4.15 the subrepresentation L.�/ cogenerated by � is the
unique simple Onc.GL2/-subcomodule of rI .�/, and thus also the unique
simple On-subcomodule of rI .�/, if � 2 ƒn. This proves 2.2(2a). By
Proposition 5.4, the rI .�/ are injective in the category of Onc.GL2/-representations
of weights �2 wt.�/. In particular, this shows that for � 2 ƒn, one has
Ext1On

.L.�/;rI .�// D 0 for � �2 �. This proves 2.2(2c). Also, all composition
factors of rI .�/ different from L.�/ are of the form L.�/ with � <2 � since
the weights of those composition factors sit strictly between �.wt.�// and wt.�/
by Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 4.5. This proves 2.2 (2b) and we conclude
r2.�/ D rI .�/.

To prove thatOn is quasi-hereditary we verify properties (1)(2) of Proposition 2.5.
2.5(1) follows immediately from Lemma 4.17. To prove 2.5(2) assume that
Ext1.L.�/;�.�// ¤ 0. Then by the proof of Proposition 5.4, wt.�/ > wt.�/.
In other words � >2 �.

To prove that �2.�/ D �I .�/ we note that by definition �I .�/ D rI .��/�
(�.�/ is the inverse of .�/�) and by Proposition we have L.�/ D L.��/�. One now
verifies the properties (2a),(2b),(2c) for �I .�/ in the dual version of Lemma 2.2 by
dualizing the corresponding properties for rI .�/.

6. Onc.GL2/ is quasi-hereditary

To proveOnc.GL2/ is quasi-hereditary as inDefinition 2.7, we use a different ordering
onƒ. Note thatƒ is in a natural way a semigroup. The new ordering is the left-right
invariant ordering generated by

1 < dı�1d

ı < dd
(6.1)
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and will be denoted<1. This ordering is invariant under .�/�. Note also that for any
� 2 ƒ, the set �.�/ D f� 2 ƒ j � <1 �g is finite. So in particular, there do exist
finite saturated subsets.
Lemma 6.1. For a given � D ıx1dy1 � � � ıxndyn 2 ƒ, M.�/ has a rI -filtration
such that the subquotients are of the form rI .�/, for � 2 �.�/ and rI .�/ occurring
with multiplicity one.

Proof. We may prove this by constructing the filtration explicitly. e.g. for � D d4

one has

0 � R2 � V VR � V VRC VRV � V VRC VRV CRV V � V V V V DM.�/;

with respective subquotients rI .ı2/ W rI .d2ı/ W rI .dıd/ W rI .ıd2/ W rI .d4/. If
we take � D d2ı�1d , then one has

0 � V � V VR�1V;

with subquotients rI .d/ W rI .d2ı�1d/.

We first show that theOn as used in the previous section, are also quasi-hereditary
with respect to �1. The corresponding costandard comodules will be denoted r1.
Lemma 6.2. The coalgebra On fulfills the three conditions of Definition 2.4 with
respect to rI .�/; � 2 ƒn. More explicitly:

(1) I.�/ 2 F .rI /;

(2) .I.�/ W rI .�// D 1;
(3) .I.�/ W rI .�// ¤ 0) � �1 �:

Proof. By Theorem 6.5 we know that On is quasi-hereditary with respect to �2,
and r2 D rI , �2 D �I . In particular conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied.
Condition (3) requires more work, since �2 is a refinement of �1. We will use
that since On is quasi-hereditary with respect to �2, that

Ext1On
.�I ;rI / D 0:

(for example by Definition A.12 below). First of all, if rI .�/ is a rI -composition
factor of I.�/, then there exists a chain � D �0; �1; : : : ; �n�1; �n D �, such that

Ext1.rI .�i /;rI .�iC1// ¤ 0; (6.2)

since rI .�/ is the lowest piece in the r-filtration on I.�/. The second claim is that
whenever one has ; � 2 ƒ such that

Ext1.rI ./;rI .�// ¤ 0; (6.3)
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one has  �1 �. To see this, note that there is an exact sequence

0! K !M./! rI ./! 0:

From the explicit form of the rI -filtration on theM./ (see Lemma 6.1), we know
thatK has a filtration byrI . 0/, for  >1  0. Applying Hom.�;rI .�//, one obtains

Hom.K;rI .�//! Ext1.rI ./;rI .�//! 0;

since M./ has a �I D �2-filtration. In particular, Hom.K;rI .�// ¤ 0. This
implies that Hom.rI .�/;rI .�// ¤ 0 for some rI -filtration factor of K. Again, we
can study this condition using the M ’s: from the existence of the surjective map
M.�/ � rI .�/, it follows that Hom.M.�/;rI .�// ¤ 0.

Now since M.�/ also has a filtration by �I ’s, one can explicitly compute the
relevant Hom-space from the spaces Hom.�I .�/;rI .�//, for�I .�/ a�I -filtration
factor of M.�/. By again using the explicit filtration on the M ’s, the only way for
these Hom-spaces not to vanish is for � �1 �, i.e.

Hom.rI .�/;rI .�// ¤ 0) � �1 �: (6.4)

Hence we obtain  �1 � �1 �, so this means that (6.3) is true, and by (6.2) we have
� D �0 �1 �1 �1 � � � �1 �n�1 �1 �n D �.

Note that to prove that On is quasi-hereditary with respect to �1, we still need to
show that r1 D rI .
Lemma 6.3. For On, the comodules rI .�/ coincide with the costandard comod-
ules r1.�/ with respect to �1.

Proof. If we prove that for L.�/ a composition factor of rI .�/= soc.rI .�//, it
follows that � <1 �, then from Lemma 2.2 and the fact that we already know
that rI .�/ D r2.�/ (so that Lemma 2.2(2a,2c) hold), we get that rI .�/ D r1.�/.
Since L.�/ is a composition factor of rI .�/, Hom.rI .�/; I.�// ¤ 0. We already
know from Lemma 6.2 that all injectives have a rI -filtration, and the rI -filtration
factors of I.�/ are all �1 �, so it will suffice to show that

Hom.rI .�/;rI .�// ¤ 0) � �1 �: (6.5)

This was already shown during the proof of Lemma 6.2, see (6.4).

Corollary 6.4. The coalgebra On is quasi-hereditary with respect to the poset
.ƒn;�1/. Furthermore r1.�/ D rI .�/, �1.�/ D �I .�/ for � 2 ƒn.

Proof. The fact that On is quasi-hereditary and the equality r1.�/ D rI .�/ follow
immediately from Lemmas 6.2,6.3 and Definition 2.4. Since On is quasi-hereditary
with respect to �2 we have by Definition A.12 below and Proposition 2.1

Ext�.�2.�/;r2.�// D

(
k; if � D �;
0; otherwise:
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Since �2.�/ D �I .�/ by Theorem 6.5 and r2.�/ D rI .�/ D r1.�/ by Theo-
rem 6.5 and the previous paragraph. Hence we get

Ext�.�I .�/;r1.�// D

(
k; if � D �;
0; otherwise:

Using the dual version of Definition A.12 below we deduce easily from this that
�1.�/ D �I .�/.

Theorem 6.5. The coalgebra Onc.GL2/ is quasi-hereditary with respect to the poset
.ƒ;�1/. Furthermore one has r1 D rI , �1 D �I .

Proof. To prove the theorem, we need to check that for every finite saturated subset
� � ƒ, Onc.GL2/.�/, is finite dimensional and quasi-hereditary, for the poset
.�;�1/. Since � is finite, it is clear that O� � On for some n. It now suffices to
invoke Theorem 2.6.

Corollary 6.6. TheM.�/ are (partial) tilting modules.

Proof. This follows in the usual way together with the fact that by Lemma 6.1 and
its dual version theM.�/ have both a rI -filtration and a �I -filtration.

Corollary 6.7. Let Repnc.GL2/ be the representation ring of Onc.GL2/. There is an
isomorphism of rings

Zhx; y˙i ! Repnc.GL2/ W x 7! ŒV �; y 7! ŒR�:

Proof. Using the appropriate infinite dimensional version of Lemma 2.3 together
with Lemma 6.1 one obtains that ŒM.�/� for � 2 ƒ is a basis for Repnc.GL2/. It now
suffices to note thatM.�1�2/ DM.�1/M.�2/ andM.d/ D V ,M.ı/ D R.

7. The simple representations

Now we assume that k has characteristic zero. From now on we write � D �I D

�2 D �1, r D rI D r2 D r1. To study the simple representations of Onc.GL2/,
we use Corollary 2.1, i.e.

L.�/ D Im.�.�/! r.�//:

Since we already proved that Onc.GL2/ is quasi-hereditary, the L.�/ are all the
simple representations. We start off by analyzing the map�.�/! r.�/, which was
defined as composition

�.�/
�
�!M.�/

�
�! r.�/:
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The map � is just the natural quotient map corresponding to

M.�/ D Rx1V y1 � � �RxnV yn � Rx1.Sy1V / � � �Rxn.SynV / D r.�/:

To understand � , we first need to understand �.�/, which can be accomplished by
using the definition from Section 4, i.e. first write � as �� and dualize r.�/. For
this, we look at the map

V y � SyV;

and dualize, to obtain
.SyV /� ,! .VR�1/y :

Now define
T y.V /

def
D .SyV /�R ,! VR�1VR�1 � � �VR�1V;

where V appears y times. Then rewriteM.�/ as

Rs1 .VR�1 � � �R�1V /œ
t1 times V

Rs2 .VR�1 � � �R�1V /œ
t2 times V

� � �Rsm .VR�1 � � �R�1V /œ
tm times V

;

for suitable t1; t2; : : : : It is easy to see that

�.�/ D Rs1.T t1V /Rs2.T t2V / � � �Rsm.T tmV /:

The map � ı � is thus just rewriting words of M.�/ in a different way. The
representation theory of GL2 yields

T nV D .SnV /�R D SnV ˝R�nC1

(e.g. because both sides are indecomposable representation with the same highest
weight). The maps we are thus led to consider are of the form

f� W R
s1.T t1V /Rs2.T t2V / � � �Rsm.T tmV /! Rx1.Sy1V / � � �Rxn.SynV /:

Lemma 7.1. For � 2 ƒ of the (reduced) form � D �1ıi�2; and i ¤ �1, one has

Im.f�/ Š Im.f�1
/˝Ri ˝ Im.f�2

/:

Proof. For � D ıi , it is clear that Im f� D Ri . Now suppose � D �1ı
i�2, then

r.�/ D r.�1/R
ir.�2/. Now let �1; �2 be defined by �1 D ��1; �2 D ��2 . Then

� D ��
def
D .�2ı

�i�1/
�, and since i ¤ �1, a non-zero factor of this ı�i will remain

in the reduced form of �. In other words, no higher powers of d will be created in �
that were not already present in �1 or �2. This means that

r.�/ D r.�2/R
�i
r.�1/:
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Remember that �.�/ was originally defined as r.�/�. In this case we get

�.�/ D r.�/� D �.�1/R
i�.�2/:

Since the tensor products are over k, the image of the tensor product is the tensor
product of the images, so

Im.f�/ D Im.�.�1/Ri�.�2/! r.�1/Rir.�2// D Im.f�1
/Ri Im.f�2

/:

From now on, we’ll only look at � 2 ƒ that do not contain ıi , for i ¤ �1, since
Lemma 7.1 shows that the computations for general � can be reduced to this one.
Looking at these maps as GL2-representations, we see that they are compositions of
basic maps

.SaV /.SbV /! .Sa�1V /V.SbV /! .Sa�1V /.SbC1V /; (7.1)

with an obvious definition.
Lemma 7.2. With V denoting the standard representation for GL2, a GL2-map of
the form

.SaV /.SbV /
f
�! .Sa�1V /.SbC1V /

factorizing as in (7.1) is always injective or surjective. More precisely, if a � bC 1,
then f is injective, if a � b C 1, it is surjective. In particular, if a D b C 1 then f
is a bijection.

Proof. Put A D kŒx1; x2; y1; y2� D ˚i;jS
iV ˝ SjV . Then the map f is the

restriction of the GL2-invariant differential operator on A given by

E D y1
@

@x1
C y2

@

@x2
:

Now put

F D x1
@

@y1
C x2

@

@y2
;

such that

H D ŒE; F � D

�
y1

@

@y1
� x1

@

@x1

�
C

�
y2

@

@y2
� x2

@

@y2

�
:

One can easily check this defines an sl2-action on A, which is locally finite
dimensional, i.e.

A D ˚n ˚iCjDn S
iV ˝ SjV;

and the map f in the statement of the lemma is just the composition

.SaV /.SbV / ,!˚iCjDaCb.S
iV /.SjV /

E
�! ˚iCjDaCb.S

iV /.SjV /:
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Now E acts injectively on the part of A corresponding to strictly negative H -
eigenvalues, and surjectively for all positive H -eigenvalues, since the irreducibles
look (up to a shift) like

� � � �2 0 C2 � � �
E

H

E

F

H

F

E

H

F

E

H

F

H

Moreover, the action of H on an element of .SaV /.SbV / is just multiplication
by b � a, so we get that the map is injective if a > b and surjective if a � b. For
a D b C 1, the dimensions coincide so we have a bijection.

Let us illustrate the general procedure by means of two examples.
Example 7.3. Let � D dı�1dd . ThenM.�/ D VR�1V V and this can be viewed
as either VR�1.V V / or as .VR�1V /V . We incorporate this into the notation by
writing

VR�1V V :

The map we care about is then

.T 2V /V ! VR�1.S2V /:

As GL2-representations, this becomes

.S2V /R�1V ! VR�1.S2V /:

Canceling out the R’s, we get the map

.S2V /V ! V.S2V /;

which just peals off a copy of V on the left and sticks it on the right. More precisely,
there is a factorization

.S2V /V ! V V V ! V.S2V /:

Using the lemma, this map is injective (in fact an isomorphism), so we conclude that
L.�/ D .T 2V /V Š .S2V /�RV .
Example 7.4. Let � D dı�1dı�1d3. ThenM.�/ is given by

VR�1VR�1V V V ;

so we look at
.T 3V /V V ! VR�1VR�1.S3V /:
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This factorizes as

.T 3V /V V VR�1VR�1.S3V /

.T 3V /.S2V / .T 2V /R�1.S3V /

F

f

and since the image of F is equal to the image of f , we study the map f . As
GL2-representations, we see that f becomes

.S3V /.S2V /
f
�! .S2V /.S3V /;

again of the form we studied above. This is again injective, so

L.�/ D .T 3V /.S2V / Š .S3V /�R.S2V /:

To make the general case manageable, we need the following simple lemma.
Lemma 7.5. If a map

.Sa1V /.Sa2V / : : : .Sa2kV /

! .Sa1˙1V /.Sa2�2V /.Sa3˙2V /.Sa4�2/ : : : .Sa2k�1V /;

or
.Sa1V /.Sa2V / : : : .Sa2kC1V /

! .Sa1˙1V /.Sa2�2V /.Sa3˙2V /.Sa4�2/ : : : .Sa2kC1˙1V /

is given by some composition of mapsEi like in Lemma 7.2, the order of composition
does not matter.

Proof. This is a straightforward computation. The most interesting case is

.SaV /.SbV /.ScV /! .Sa�1V /.SbC2V /.Sc�1V / (7.2)

one sets A D kŒx1; x2Iy1; y2I z1; z2� D ˚a;b;cSaV ˝ SbV ˝ ScV ,

E1 D y1
@

@x1
C y2

@

@x2
;

E2 D y1
@

@z1
C y2

@

@z2
:

Then to prove the lemma one needs to check that E1 and E2 commute; this is
obvious.

We now have enough tools to prove the following theorem, where the underlined
tensor sign˝ is multi-valued: it can denote either˝ or˝R�1˝.
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Theorem 7.6. (1) Assume � 2 ƒ does not contain ıi , for i ¤ �1. Then the unique
simple representation corresponding to � is of the form

L.�/ D T a1V˝Sa2V˝T a3V˝ � � �˝T anV;

or a similar expression starting and/or ending with SaV . Moreover, in such an
expression, the exponents of subexpressions have to satisfy certain inequalities:

Subexpression Inequality
T aV˝SbV a � b C 1

SbV˝T aV a � b C 1

T aV˝R�1˝SbV aC 1 � b

SbV˝R�1˝T aV aC 1 � b

Table 1.

(2) If � is of the form �1ıi�2 with i ¤ 0;�1 then

L.�/ D L.�1/˝R
i
˝ L.�2/:

Proof. Number (2) is just a rephrazing of Lemma 7.1. For (1), let us first consider
the following special situation:

VR�1 � � �VR�1›
.a�1/�V

.bC2/�V¹
V V � � �V V R�1V � � �R�1V›

.c�1/�V

: (7.3)

The diagram corresponding to this representation is then

.T aV /V b.T cV / .VR�1/a�1.SbC2V /.R�1V /c�1

.T aV /.SbV /.T cV / .T a�1V /R�1.SbV /R�1.T c�1V /

As GL2-representations, this becomes a map like (7.2), i.e.

.SaV /.SbV /.ScV /
ı
�! .Sa�1V /.SbC2V /.Sc�1V /: (7.4)

We cannot directly use Lemma 7.2, because we have three factors. Now (7.4) has
two possible factorizations:

.SaV /.SbV /.ScV / .Sa�1V /.SbC2V /.Sc�1V /

.Sa�1V /.SbC1V /.ScV / .SaV /.SbC1V /.Sc�1V /

f

E1

E2
E1
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and by Lemma 7.5, we know the specific factorization is of no importance. To be
able to compute the image (and hence the corresponding simple), we want that in at
least one of the two factorizations, there are
(1) Two surjections;
(2) A surjection followed by an injection;
(3) Two injections.
Indeed, in those cases the images are:
(1) Im.f / D .Sa�1V /.SbC2V /.Sc�1V /;
(2) Im.f / D .Sa�1V /.SbC1V /.ScV /, Im.f / D .SaV /.SbC1V /.Sc�1V /;
(3) Im.f / D .SaV /.SbV /.ScV /.
It remains to check that at least one of the two factorizations falls into one of these
three classes. This is a simple numerical check based on Lemma 7.2.

Remark 7.7. Note that for maps of the form .SaV /.SbV / ! .SaC1V /.Sb�1V /,
the inequalities in the lemma have to be reversed, i.e. the map is injective if aC1 � b
and surjective if aC 1 � b.

For the general case where we don’t have 3 (different type) factors like in (7.3),
but any number of them, the corresponding map of GL2-representations will be a
composition of a number of differential operators of the form

E D y1
@

@x1
C y2

@

@x2
:

More precisely, we get two of these operators for each factor of type VR�1VR�1 � � �
� � �R�1V ; one of these peels off a copy of V and puts it on the left, and the
other one puts it on the right. The y-variables correspond to the symmetric power
coming from V V � � �V V , and the x-variables to the symmetric power coming from
VR�1VR�1 � � �R�1V . These operators still commute (this is again Lemma 7.5) so
we can factor these maps in any way we like as a composition of, saym, basic maps.

A factorization allowing us to compute the image is now one given by k � 0

consecutive surjections followed by m � k consecutive injections, and comes with a
set of inequalities that the exponents of the symmetric powers have to satisfy for it to
occur. The corresponding simple representation is then given by the lift of the tensor
product of symmetric powers appearing as the codomain of the last surjective map
and is thus of the form we want.

What remains to be checked is that the systems of inequalities cover all occurring
cases, i.e. nice factorizations always exist. The GL2-maps can be represented by
exponent tuples as follows

.a1jb1j � � � janjbnjanC1/! .a1�1jb1C2ja2�2jb2C2j � � � jbnC2janC1�1/; (7.5)
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so there are 2n basic maps to start with. Pick a surjective one (possibly bijective),
apply it, and keep on applying surjective ones until we are in a situation where all
basic maps one can apply are injective (and not surjective). Now keep on applying
injective maps. A priori there is the problem that applying a basic map changes an ai ,
so the algorithm we just described might not end up in the codomain of (7.5).

This does not happen, and we will be content with describing a representative
example. Look at the map

.a1jb1ja2jb2ja3/! .a1 � 1jb1 C 2ja2 � 2jb2 C 2ja3 � 1/;

and suppose all the basic maps are injections (not surjections). In particular we have
a2 > b2 C 1. Then by the 3-factor considerations we made earlier .a1jb1ja2/ !
.a1 � 1jb1C 2ja2 � 1/ can be factorized as two injections. One then has to factorize
.a2� 1jb2ja3/! .a2� 2jb2C 2ja3� 1/, and it could happen, that a2� 1 � b2C 1.
For this however, it is necessary that a2 D b2 C 2 and thus the corresponding basic
map is a bijection, so there is no problem and the algorithm’s fine.

Corollary 7.8. All simple Onc.GL2/-representations are repeated tensor products
of simple O.M2/ representations and their duals.

Here’s one more example to clarify the theorem. It gives a situation where
�.�/! r.�/ is neither an epimorphism nor a monomorphism.
Example 7.9. Let � D dı�1d4.ı�1d/4. One reduces the problem to computing the
image of f :

.T 2V /V V.T 5V / VR�1.S4V /.R�1V /4

.T 2V /.S2V /.S5V / VR�1.S4V /R�1.T 4V /

F

f

As GL2-representations we have the factorization

.S2V /.S2V /.S5V / � V.S3V /.S5V / ,! V.S4V /.S4V /;

and neither of the arrows is an isomorphism. Thus, L.�/ D VR�1.S3V /.T 5V /, so
is of the form T 1V˝S3V˝T 5V .
Corollary 7.10. Amongst the expressions in the theorem, one has the following
isomorphisms

T aV ˝ Sa�1V Š T a�1V ˝R�1 ˝ SaV

Sa�1V ˝ T aV Š SaV ˝R�1 ˝ T a�1V:

The corollary again follows immediately from Lemma 7.2. In particular, this
implies that L.dı�1d2/ from Example 7.3 is a tilting object, as the isomorphism
implies it is a direct summand ofM.dı�1d2/. Of course the same holds for V.T 2V /.
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A. Comparing the definitions of Dlab–Ringel and Donkin

In this paper we use results from both [6] and [8]. As even the basic definitions in
those papers are different, one needs to be careful transfering results between them.
In this appendix we verify for the benefit of the non-expert reader that the two theories
are the same.

To be compatible with the rest of the paper we work in the coalgebra setting.
Remember that sending A to A� yields a duality finite dimensional k-algebras and
finite dimensional k-coalgebras. For a fixed finite dimensional algebra A, there is
an isomorphism between the categories of finite dimensional right A-modules and
finite dimensional left A�-comodules which is the identity on the underlying vector
spaces. As before a representation is a finite dimensional comodule.

Let C be a finite dimension coalgebra over k. Fix a poset .ƒ;�/ such
that fL.�/ j � 2 ƒg is a complete set of non-zero, pairwise non-isomorphic
simple C -comodules. Let I.�/ denote the injective hull ofL.�/ and let P.�/ denote
its projective cover, which exists since C is finite dimensional. The multiplicity of
a simple comodule L.�/ as a composition factor of the representation V will be
denoted ŒV W L.�/�.

For � � ƒ, and V a C -representation, denote by O�.V / the unique maximal
subcomodule of V that has all composition factors indexed by elements of � .
Dually O�.V / is the unique minimal subcomodule U of V such that V=U has
all composition factors indexed by elements of � . For any � 2 ƒ, set

�<.�/ D f� 2 ƒ j � < �g;

��.�/ D f� 2 ƒ j � � �g:
(A.1)

A.1. Donkin quasi-hereditary coalgebras. Here we give the definitions used by
Donkin in [8]. For clarity we will decorate notations with a subscript “D” (no such
subscript was used in the body of the paper). Also for clarity we will repeat some
definitions and results already stated in the main text.
Definition A.1. The comodule rD.�/ is defined as the unique subcomodule of I.�/
containing L.�/ such that

rD.�/=L.�/ D O�<.�/.I.�/=L.�//: (A.2)

Denote by N.�/ the maximal strict subcomodule of P.�/.
Definition A.2. The comodule �D.�/ is defined as

�D.�/ D P.�/=O
�<.�/.N.�//: (A.3)

Comodules isomorphic to �D.�/, rD.�/ will be called D(onkin)-standard and
costandard comodules respectively. By the triangular nature of the definition we see
that both Œ�D.�/� and ŒrD.�/� yield bases of K0.C /.
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Example A.3. Consider the algebraADkŒx�=.x2/. ThenƒDf1g,P.1/DI.1/DA,
and L.1/D vkŒx�=.x/. One checks immediately that rD.1/ D �D.1/ D L.1/.

The costandard comodules can be characterised as follows.

Lemma A.4. For any C -comodule V , and � 2 ƒ, the following are equivalent:

(1) V Š rD.�/,

(2) the following three conditions are satisfied:

(a) soc.V / Š L.�/,

(b) if ŒV= soc.V / W L.�/� ¤ 0, then � < �,

(c) if � < �, then Ext1.L.�/; V / D 0.

Denote by F .rD/, respectively F .�D/, the categories of C -representations that
have a filtration with costandard, respectively standard, subquotients. We will call
these (co)standard filtrations. Denote by .V W rD.�// the multiplicity of rD.�/ in a
costandard filtration of V 2 F .rD/. This number is independent of the filtration by
the fact that costandard comodules form a basis for K0.C / (see above).

Definition A.5. The coalgebra C is D(onkin)-quasi-hereditary if for � in ƒ

(1) I.�/ 2 F .rD/,

(2) .I.�/ W rD.�// D 1,

(3) if .I.�/ W rD.�// ¤ 0 then � � �.

A.2. Dlab–Ringel quasi-hereditary coalgebras. All definitions and results in [6]
are for finite dimensional algebras over an arbitrary field, which we transpose to finite
dimensional coalgebras over k.

DefinitionA.6. The comodulerDR.�/ is defined as themaximal subcomodule of I.�/
with composition factors L.�/, for � � �. In O-notation, this becomes

rDR.�/ D O��.�/.I.�//: (A.4)

Definition A.7. The comodule �DR.�/ is defined as the maximal factor comodule
of P.�/ with composition factors L.�/, for � � �. In O-notation, this becomes

�DR.�/ D P.�/=O
��.�/.P.�//: (A.5)

These comodules (up to isomorphism) are the D(lab)–R(ingel)-(co)standard
comodules.

Example A.8. Consider A D kŒx�=.x2/ again. Then rDR.1/ D �DR.1/ D A, so
these differ from rD.1/ and �D.1/.
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The DR-costandard comodules may be characterized as follows.

Lemma A.9. For any C -representation V , and � 2 ƒ, the following are equivalent:

(1) V Š rDR.�/,

(2) the following three conditions are satisfied:

(a) soc.V / Š L.�/,

(b) if ŒV W L.�/� ¤ 0, then � � �,

(c) if � � �, then Ext1.L.�/; V / D 0.

The categories F .rDR/ and F .�DR/ are defined as in the Donkin case. To define
quasi-hereditary coalgebras, Dlab and Ringel require .ƒ;�/ to satisfy an additional
property, ensuring that the standard and costandard comodules don’t change under
refinement of this partial order.

Definition A.10. The poset .ƒ;�/ is said to be adapted if for every C -rep-
resentation V , with top.V / Š L.�1/, and soc.V / Š L.�2/, such that �1 and �2 are
incomparable with respect to �, there exists a � such that � > �1 and � > �2 such
that ŒV W L.�/� ¤ 0.

In fact, they show that a weaker condition suffices to have an adapted ordering.

Lemma A.11. Suppose that for every C -representation V , with top.V / Š L.�1/,
and soc.V / Š L.�2/, such that �1 and �2 are incomparable with respect to�, there
exists a � such that � > �1 or � > �2 such that ŒV W L.�/� ¤ 0. Then .ƒ;�/ is
adapted.

Remember that a representation V is called Schurian if its endomorphism ring is
a division ring.

Definition A.12. The coalgebra C is D(lab)-R(ingel)-quasi-hereditary if .ƒ;�/ is
adapted, all costandard comodules rDR.�/ are Schurian, and if one of the following
equivalent conditions hold:

(1) CC 2 F .rDR/,

(2) F .rDR/ D fV j Ext1.�DR; V / D 0g,

(3) F .rDR/ D fV j Exti .�DR; V / D 0 for all i � 1g,

(4) Ext2.�DR;rDR/ D 0.

The equivalence of these conditions can be found as Theorem 1 in [6]. Note that
by the autoduality of the criteria we obtain

Lemma A.13. It the coalgebra C is DR-quasi-hereditary then for all � 2 ƒ, rDR.�/
and �DR.�/ are Schurian.
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A.3. Equivalence of the definitions. In this section we prove the following result.
Theorem A.14. The coalgebra C is D-quasi-hereditary with respect to .ƒ;�/ if
and only if it is DR-quasi-hereditary with respect to .ƒ;�/. Moreover, in that case
rD.�/ D rDR.�/ and �D.�/ D �DR.�/ for all � 2 ƒ.

It will be convenient to make the following definition.
Definition A.15. A representation V is called strongly costandard if the following
three conditions are satisfied for some � 2 ƒ:
(1) soc.V / Š L.�/,
(2) if ŒV W L.�/� ¤ 0, then � � �,
(3) if Ext1.L.�/; V / ¤ 0 then � > �,

Note that a strongly costandard comodule is automatically DR-costandard. So it
is of the form rDR.�/.
Lemma A.16. If C is D-quasi-hereditary, then for every � 2 ƒ one has rD.�/ D
rDR.�/ and moreover these representations are strongly costandard.

Proof. We want to show that rD.�/ satisfies the conditions stated in Definition A.15.
The only condition that is not clear is condition .3/. Suppose X is the middle term
of a non-split extension in Ext1.L.�/;rD.�//. Using injectivity of I.�/ we get a
map f as follows:

0 rD.�/ X L.�/ 0

I.�/

f
(A.6)

Since the extension is non-split, soc.rD.�// D soc.X/ D L.�/, so f is injective
when restricted to the socles, which implies that f W X ! I.�/ is injective. In
particular, there is an injection

L.�/ Š X=rD.�/ ,! I.�/=rD.�/; (A.7)

from which one gets by Definition A.5(3) that L.�/ is contained in some rD./
for  > �. Since rD./ � I./ has simple socle this is only possible if � D  and
hence � > �.

Lemma A.17. For all � 2 ƒ, rD.�/ and �D.�/ are Schurian.

Proof. From Definitions A.1 and A.2 it is immediate that ŒrD.�/ W L.�/� D 1.
It follows that any f 2 End.�D.�// induces a morphism on L.�/, which is
multiplication by a scalar ˛. This means that f � ˛ maps �D.�/ into its unique
maximal subcomodule M , so L.�/ has to be a composition factor of ker.f � ˛/.
It follows that ker.f � ˛/ cannot be contained in M , so it has to be all of �D.�/,
proving the lemma. For rD.�/ the proof is analogous.
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Lemma A.18. If C is D-quasi-hereditary or DR-quasi-hereditary, both with respect
to .ƒ;�/, then rDR.�/ D rD.�/ and �D.�/ D �DR.�/.

Proof. If C is D-quasi-hereditary then this follows from Lemma A.16 and its dual
version.

So assume that C is DR-quasi-hereditary. By Lemmas A.13 the (co)standard
comodules are Schurian. It is also easily seen that this implies that ŒrDR.�/ W L.�/� D
Œ�DR.�/ W L.�/� D 1, and the corollary now follows immediately from the definitions
of the respective (co)standard comodules.

In order to prove Theorem A.14 we also need to address the adapted ordering.
Lemma A.19. If every DR-costandard comodule is strongly costandard then .ƒ;�/
is adapted.

Proof. Suppose the ordering is not adapted. Then there exists a representation V
with top.V / Š L.�1/ and soc.V / Š L.�2/, with�1 and�2 incomparable such that
if ŒV W L.�/� ¤ 0, then � � �2. Condition .3/ in Definition A.15 says that rDR.�2/
is injective in the category of representations with composition factors� �2. SinceV
is in this category we get a commuting triangle

V rDR.�2/

L.�2/

f

(A.8)

Moreover, f is injective, since the inducedmap on the socles is injective. But nowwe
obtain a contradiction since all composition factors of rDR.�/ are � �2, whereas V
has composition factor L.�1/, and �1 is incomparable to �2.

Corollary A.20. If C is D-quasi-hereditary, then the poset .ƒ;�/ is adapted.

Proof. This follows from Lemmas A.16 and A.19.

We need the following lemma, which can be found as Lemma 1:3 in [6].
Lemma A.21. For �;� 2 ƒ, with .ƒ;�/ adapted, one has

Ext1.rDR.�/;rDR.�// ¤ 0) � > �: (A.9)

Now we are ready to prove Theorem A.14.

Proof of Theorem A.14. The second part of the theorem is just Lemma A.18. Let
us show the first part. Assume that C is D-quasi-hereditary. By Lemma A.17,
the rD.�/ D rDR.�/ are Schurian. Also, by Corollary A.20, the poset .ƒ;�/ is
adapted. Since by hypothesis all the I.�/ have a filtration by costandard comodules,
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and any coalgebra is the direct sum of its injective indecomposables, we get CC 2
F .rD/ D F .rDR/, so by definition of DR-quasi-hereditary, we are done.

Now assume that C is DR-quasi-hereditary. By the second equivalent condition
in Definition A.12, we get I.�/ 2 F .rDR/, for all � 2 ƒ. Now assume that

0 D F0 � F1 � � � � � Fk�1 � Fk D I.�/ (A.10)

is a rDR-filtration, i.e. FpF
=FpF�1 Š rDR.�pF

/. Since F1 must contain the socle
of I.�/ we find F1 D rDR.�/. Assume there exists j > 1 such that �j 6> � and
let pF be the smallest such j . Moreover assume that the filtration (A.10) is chosen
with minimal pF , among all such filtrations. If pF > 2 then �pF�1 > � and hence
�pF
6> �pF�1. The same conclusion holds if pF D 2 since then �pF�1 D �. Then

by Lemma A.21, it follows that the exact sequence

0! FpF�1=FpF�2 ! FpF
=FpF�2 ! FpF

=FpF�1 ! 0

is split. Using this we may create a new filtration

0 D F 00 � F
0
1 � � � � � F

0
k�1 � F

0
k D I.�/ (A.11)

such that

F 0j =F
0
j�1 D

˚
Fj =Fj�1; if j ¤ pF ; pF � 1;
FpF

=FpF�1; if j D pF � 1;
FpF�1=FpF

; if j D pF :
We find pF 0 D pF � 1, contradicting the minimality of pF .

A.4. Proof of Proposition 2.5. Assume first the C is D-quasi-hereditary. Con-
dition (1) in the statement of Proposition 2.5 then follows from Definition A.5(1)
since CC is injective. Condition (2) follows from Lemma A.16.

Conversely assume that Conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied. We claim that C is
DR-quasi-hereditary, which by Theorem A.14 is sufficient. We first claim rDR.�/ D

rD.�/. We have in any case rD.�/ � rDR.�/. If this not equality then we must
have Ext1.L.�/;rD.�// ¤ 0. By Condition (2) this implies � > � which is a
contradiction.

Since rDR.�/ D rD.�/ we obtain from Lemma A.17 that rDR.�/ is Schurian.
Moreover the ordering is adapted by Lemma A.19. This finishes the proof.
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